The band Ill Nino’s temperature is on the rise

By Evan Kaplow  
Staff Writer 

A New Jersey music success story has emerged from the streets of Hoboken. New members of the Roadrunner Records family, the band Ill Nino has gone from playing eight dollar shows at The Cove in Roselle to headlining an entire U.S. tour with label mate Spineshank. On Sept. 30, its new CD, Confession, hit stores.

“The record is heavy and is everything Ill Nino fans want to hear,” said vocalist Christian Machado. “It’s also got everything a non-Ill Nino fan would want to hear in a band: attitude, emotion and aggression.”

The band consists of Machado, drummer Dave Chavarrí, guitarists Ahrue Luster and Jardel Paisante, bassist Laz Pina and percussionist Danny Couto. Its hardcore style is influenced by hip-hop and even a little salsa, which blends well with the group’s heavy riffs and its combination of screaming and singing in both English and Spanish.

Ill Nino’s first major record, Revolution Revolucion, features such hits as “If You Still Hate Me,” and the radio-friendly hit, “What Comes Around,” which has received major airplay on New York station 92.3 K-ROCK. The most requested song in recent weeks, “How Can I Live,” comes from its new album Confession, as well as the soundtrack for Freddy vs. Jason. The band’s progress in the two years since its debut is evident in such songs as the other single off the album, “Te Amo ... I Hate You.”

“The first record is the foundation,” said Chavarrí. “The second record is where we built the house.”

In addition to the talent Ill Nino displays on the album, the band’s live stage presence gives audience members not only a chance to hear a musically sound band perform, but to see the members.
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Saturday, October 18
PCM Adopt-a-Highway, 9 a.m. - 12 p.m., Gill Chapel
Mass, 4 p.m., Gill Chapel
SEC Film: Pirates of the Caribbean, 7:30 p.m., BLC Theater

Sunday, October 19
Mass, 11 a.m. and 7 p.m., Gill Chapel
Admissions Open House, 12 p.m., BLC Cavalla Rm.
SEC Film: Legally Blonde 2: Red, White and Blonde, 7:30 p.m., BLC Theater

Monday, October 20
Volunteer Fair, 11 a.m., Daly’s Board Room
Supper and Christian Band/PCM, 4:30 p.m., Gill Chapel

Tuesday, October 21
Graduate Information Session, 6 p.m., BLC Cavalla Rm.
Brown Water, 8 p.m., BLC Pub

Wednesday, October 22
The Lunch Box, 12 p.m., BLC Theater
PCM Reflections and Bible Study, 8 p.m., Gill Chapel Wesner Rm.
Hall Hill Pool Tournament, 10 p.m., Hill B-Lounge

Thursday, October 23
SEC Film: Pirates of the Caribbean, 7:30 p.m., BLC Theater

Friday, October 24
United Nations Day
SEC Film: Pirates of the Caribbean, 7:30 p.m., BLC Theater
LASO Bronc Buffet, 10 p.m., Daly’s
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